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INDIAN LABOR IN THE SPANISH COLONIES
.
(Concluded)
"

By RUTH

KERN's BARBER

CHAPTER VI
LABOR IN THE MINES
RECIOUS metals were mined by the Indians of the western hemisphere before the arrival of the Spaniards.
The Mayas were experts in metal work. "Neither they nor
any others of the American aborigines learned to smelt iron,
but they did much with gold, silver, and tin, which they
combined into various alloys; for they knew how to cast and
fuse, to draw wire, to make gold'leaf, to plate, and to form
the metals into various useful and ornamental shapes."'
When the Inca Atahualpa was held as a captive by Pizarro
and his men, he succeeded in collecting from his realm a
roomful of gold articles as his ransom. The value of this
ransom has been estimated at about $15,000,000." The
Spaniards who were eager for go·ld robbed the Indians of
their ornaments and all articles of value. After they had
gotten all that they could {rom the living Indians, they
forced them to point out the sepulchers and to make excavations to take out the treasures buried with the dead!
This practice was prohibited in 1549. The Spaniards were
miners and very soon discovered the rich mineral deposits;
and they forced the Indians into service.
Mining was one of the first economic activities of the
Spanish settlers in the New World. Even in the first colony, Espanola, mining yielded 480,000 pesos in gold each
year for the royal treasury as the "fifth" due the monarch.'
Zacatecas, the first great Mexican silver region, was worked
seriously in the fifteen-forties. The city of Zacatecas was
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Mary Wilhelmine Williams, The People and Politics of Latin America;, p. 27.
I. B. Richman, The Spanish Conquerors, p. 189.
Recopilacion, Lib. VI, Tit. X, Ley xiv.
Tornero, op. cit., p. 90f.
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founded in 1548, and many other cities sprang up near the
mines. The other rich mining districts of New Spain were
San Luis Potosi and Guanajuato. ·During the most of the
sixteenth century the Mexican mines supplied one-third of
the world's supply of silver. In 1545 the great silver treasures of Potosi in .Upper P~ru were discovered by an Indian
said to haye been searching for 4a stray llama. The city of
Potosi was founded in 1547, and these mines soon became
" the greatest source of silver-in the world. Before the close
of the colonial era the total output of the Potosi mines, calculated on the· basis of the royal fifth, amounted to more
than one hundred sixty-three million pounds.. The actual
·yield was much greater because much of the silver escaped
registry."
At first the gold was washed in wooden basins or
troughs, or extracted
by means of mercury.·
The silver was
.
'
washed or taken out by the use of salt brine or heat. In
1556 the .process ·of amalgamating silver with mercury was
introduced at Pachuca, Mexico. From this time on, the
output of silver increased and the mining of mercury became very important. There were rich deposits of quicksilver in Peru; salt and copper were found in Espanola,
Cuba, Venezuela,· and Chile; some emeralds were mined in
New Granada and opals and turquoise in Mexico. Pearl
fishing was important along the Pacific coast of Venezuela.
In shallow water the Indians· went out in flat bottom boats
· and raked for the .pearl oysters; where the water was deep
· they were forced to dive for them. · The .prohibition of
forced labor of the Indians in the pearl fisheries has been
mentioned." The income from metals and precious stones
was considered very necessary to the· monarchs, and, for
this reason, they encouraged mining. ·
According to an old law of Spain, ownership of serface land dil;l not carry with it the right to the subsoil. The
crown had a special interest in all minerals,
especially pre.
· 5.
6.

Williams, op. cit., p. 195.
Supra, p. 270.
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cious metals. Gold and silver beneath the suface, however,
were of no benefit to monarchs who needed ready cash to
pay for their extravagances; therefore, the mining class
was usually favored. Miners were not to be subject to usury
·and their tools could not be seized for debt. 7 In the colonies Indians were allotted to the miners as laborers. At
first the crown was to receive half of the value of the minerals mined, then a third, and later a fifth (which came to
be known as the "royal fifth"). A cedula of 1504 gives the
reason for the change:
Royal Cedula by which Their Highnesses grant the
favor to the citizens and residents of Espanola that of
all gold, silver, copper, and lead and other things which
they gather they pay the fifth for the space of ten
years.
Medina del Campo.
February 5, 1504.
Don Fernando and Dona Isabel.
Whereas in the agreement which by our command
was made with Luis de Arriago and other persons who
went to settle the Island of Espanola, which is in the
Indies of the Mar Oceano, among other things it was
agreed that of all gold which they collected or took out
in said island of Espanola they should give us one-half,
and to them should remain the other half to do with as
they pleased and to have for their good; which we had
commanded to be kept with the other citizens and residents of said island, as is contained more at length in
the said capitulation and agreement and commandment which we had ordered to be given; after which by
our other provisions we commanded that they pay the
third and not more of said gold which they take out;
and now we are informed that for those who collect
and take out gold and mother metals there is much
work ... according to the kind of land; and that, because they must give a half or third of said gold as we
have commanded, they receive much harm and detriment, and work wilf cease on their part, and it is supplicated and begged us, that by our favor, we command
that in some manner it be provided so that they may
have some advantage and inducement in taking out
7.

Williams, op. cit., p. 194.
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gold and be able to sustain themselves in said islands
... ; and we, realizing the great work and expense to
those who take out and collect the said gold and because
our will is that the persons who attempt this be benefited ... in order to do them a kindness and a favor, and
in order that the said island be well populated and en.
nobled, by this present [ cedula] we command that
from the day our carta is published in the said island of
Espanola, from then on for the space of ten years just
following, and more according to our will and mercy
all and whatsoever Christian citizens and residents of
said island who collect and take out in said island, gold
silver, lead, tin, quicksilver, iron, and other metals pay
. us the fifth part of all gold, silver, and. other metals
which they collect or take out in the said island, except
with the discount of some costs, placed in the power of
our treasurer, who by our command resides in said
island, except that those whom we have prohibited
from going to, or dwelling in, said island may not take
out [metals]; and of 'the other four parts we give them
the privilege for each one to dowith them that which
he wishes of his own free will, unhindered, to help with
his expenses, and for his inducement; in regard to the
taking out and· collecting· of said gold and metals let
there be kept the order and form which we have commanded or shall command our governors who are in
the island to keep from now on, in order that there be
. no fraud or any deceit; it is our will that this be
guarded and kept, notwithstanding· that which is contained in other provisions~ cartas, and orders in which
we commanded that they pay more than said fifth ...
we command to give the present signed by our names
and sealed with.our seal. Given in Villa de Medina del
Campo, February 5, Year of the Birth of Our Lord,
1504. I, the King. I, the Queen. I, Gaspar de Grycio,
Secretary of the King and Queen, our Masters."
Ferdinand V issued his general decree permitting the
allotting of Indians on August 14 and November 12, 1509."
Evidently the encomendados were used immediately for
labor in the mines, because on November 14, 1509, Ferdinand sent a letter to Miguel de Pasamonte, the treasurer
8.
9.

Documentos ineditos de Indias (D. I. I.), XXXI, pp. 216·219.
Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. VIII, Ley 1.
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general of the Indies, in regard to work i:n the mines. He
said' that he had not specified any limit of time for the en..
comiendas'of the Indians. If a new distribution were made
much time would be lost from the work in the mines which
was very important. Those who already held Indians
J might keep them by paying one castellano (an old Spanish
I coin) per head. Others who seemed to the governors to be
'
well, deserving might have Indians from those who had been
brought· in from the surrounding islands by paying one cas-,
tellano per head from the "half which pertains to us."'0
Ferdinand was evidently trying to claim a half instead of
the fifth provided for in the cedula of 1504! The desire for
gold was so strong, in the monarchs, or their need was so
'
great, that they did not insist upon free labor in the mines
although they tried to mitigate some of the evils.
Charles V, in 1528, decreed:
For the Indians and slaves who work in the mines
let there ·be provided clerics, religious persons who
shall administer the Holy Sacraments and teach them
the Christian doctrine and let those interested in them
pay the stipend; and let the prelate of the diocese ...
provide that on Sundays and fiestas they hear mass and
attend to the doctrine.n
The same monarch, in 1551, gave permission to use
Indian labor in the mines but ordered that it should be
voluntary and remunerative:
We permit that of their own will, and being paid
a just wage, Indians may go to labor and work in the
mines of gold, silver, and quicl<silver, provided that no
encomendero take his own Indians; and we give permission to those of one encomienda to go to work in the
mines of another encomienda."'
In 1549 a decree had been issued forbidding, any encomerrdero to force his Indians to work in the mines.18
Sol6rzano says that the viceroy and audiencia of Mex-

l
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Documentos ineditos de Indias, XXXI, pp. 513-518.
Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. XV, Ley X.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XV, Ley ii.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. IX, Ley xxii.
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ico wrote a report on conditions in 1574 and 1575. They
stated that the Indians were naturally inclined to be vicious
The only way to hold them in check was to keep them occu~
pied, and the work ·in the mines was the best solution."
Partly for this reason, but mostly to supply the demands of
the monarchs and to satisfy the greed of the colonists, the
Indians were divided into mitas for the labor in the mines.
~he mita of Peru was not to ~xceed a seventh part of the
· population of a pueblo, and in New Spain it was not to be
'more than four per cent. The mita usually lasted six
months, four in the mines and two in the work with the
metals and service in the village and hospital. ·It. took, on
an average, two months to go out·to the mines and two for
the return, making a total of teri months. According to
Viiias y Mey, the pay at first was three and three-:fourths
reales a day. Later Marques de Caiiate raised it to four
reales, and the two months going and return were to be paid
. at .the rate of three and one-half reales. A decree. dated
1575 stated that' the Indians employed in gangs by the
miners· and owners of estates were not paying tribute in
anY. quantity. "Especially those who help in the mjnes for
taking out silver and get four or five pesos a month should
·pay at least two pesos a year." 16 This would be less than
the
mentioned by. Viiias y Mey because there were
. amount
.
from eight to ten reales to a peso. The pay varied and was
not the same in all provinces. In spite of the decrees against
the practice, many Indians were forced to work without any
pay.
.
One common mea,ns of exploiting the Indians seems to
~~ve been the securing of allotments by men who did not
them out to mine owners. Some of
own
mines, and.. . renting
'
.
_the decrees which mention this are as follows:
1

"
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Solorzano, op. cit., I, . p. 128.
Vinas. y Mey, op. cit., p. 59.
Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit .. V, Ley ix.
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Titulo XV, Ley iv, Philip II, 1593, 1594.'
'
· In many provinces repartimientos are given to
those who· have no mines ... Those who sell the work
of Indians are using them for a purpose for which they
are not allotted. Such are to be punished with the loss
Of all their goods and banishment from the Indies ...17.
Titulo XV, Ley xviii, PkiUp Ii, 1593:
. '.
·
· In Cerro de Zaruma and other pueblos the reparti:miento must be to those who actually ·own mines ...'IJJ
'

,

A

-
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'
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T'ttulo XV, Ley iv,Philip III, 1601:
.. .
.
In Cerro. de Potosi some have mines but do not
work them. They lease them and sell the work of the
Indians allotted to them. No Indians should be granted
to any who do not actually operate their mines . . ·..'~
c (not exact quotation).
.,

'

. I

:J,

'"

Titulo XV, Ley viii, Philip III, 1609:
No · Indians should be allotted to owners of poor ·
mines because they sometimes sell the work of the In. dians to owners of good mines ... 20 (not exact quota;tion).
Sometimes those who made the repartimientos accepted. pay from the indians and excused them from serving
in the trtita. Philip Iii sent out a decree against this bribery
because it diminished the amount of the royal fifth."' Some
of the cedulas seem to indicate that the monarchs were more
interested in the income from the mines than in preserving the Indians. In the instructions to the viceroy of Perti
in 1595 Philip II stated: .
Also I charge you that you give much attention to
the working and benefit of the mines which have been
discovered and in providing that they seek and work
new ones; for the richness of the land is the principal
nerve for .its conservation, and tl}.e prosperity of the
same [the mines] results in the prosperity of the
realm ; .."
1
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Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. XV, Ley iv:
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XV, Ley xviii.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XV, Ley v.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XV, Ley viii.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XV, Ley vii.
Sol6rzano, op. cit., I, p. 124.
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Philip III in 1601 ordered that settlements of; Indians
be established near the quicksilver mines."" By this time
mercury had become important in- silver mining. In 1609
it was ordered that there should be no mines in dangerous
parts, especially where mercury was taken out."' Sol6rzano
tells of the illness caused from the mining of mercury
.
'
' from his experience in Huancavelica as visitador and gov~
ernor from 1616~1619. He says that it was called el mal
de la mina (the illness of the mine) , that the poison pene-.
trated to the very marrow, debilitating all of the members
and causing a constant shaking, and that the workers
usually died within four years:• Notwithstanding the dan~
gers to the Indians, Philip IV decreed in 1631 that there~
partimiento for service in the mines of Huancavelica be
continued, and Charles II repeated the decree. This decree
stated that the sufferings of the workers should be allevi~
ated and that delinquent mulattoes, negroes, and mestizos
should be condemned to work in the mines as the .crimes
deserved.'"'
. The mines were drained by carrying the water out
in leather bags which were sometimes drawn up by windlasses. The drainage work was very hard for the Indians
and often resulted in ·illness. It was decreed, therefore,
in 1609, that Indians should not be used for this work, but
that it should be done by negroes. 27 At times the mitayos
were retained longer than their allotted time to serve for
the Indians who had fled or died."" There was often great
inequality in the distribution of the workers, which caused
difficulties;• and sometimes the Indians allotted for work in
the mines were used for other service.80 When the mines
at Potosi were opened,. th~ Indian workers were required
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. XV, Ley xxi.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XV, Ley. xi.
Solorzano, op. cit., I, p. 131.
·
Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. XV, Ley xx.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XV, Ley xxi.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XV, vi.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XV, Ley xvi.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XV, Ley xv.
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to pay so many grains a day, to be deducted from the daily

wage, to help pay for an inspector, a protector, and a hospi-.
tal. The mine owners took such advantage of this provision
that Philip III abolished it in 1618.81
There were attempts to supervise the use of the Indians in the mines, In 1591 a decree was issued requiring
that managers who were sent with the Indians allotted for
work in the mines should be men
of good . satisfaction,
.
chosen carefully." In 1593 Philip II declared that the
mitayos for the mines of Zaruma should not enter the mine
until the overseer or alcalde had seen them. The use of In_dians for carrying the metal to the places where the ore
was crushed was forbidden; horses or mules were to be
used for this work. The abuses were to cease, and the
mitayos were to work from six until a little after ten in the
morning, and from two to five in the afternoon. Because
of mistr~atment of the Indians, mulattoes, mestizos, ang
negroes were forbidden to reside in the pueblos under penalty of lashing."" The. observance of· Sabbath rest was decreed in 1601 and again in 1608."" In order to encourage
voluntary work in the mines Philip III, in 1609, ordered
that the land around the mines of Potosi, Peru, should be
settled. The Indians were to be given lands on good sanitary sites, hospitals were to be founded, and the Indian settlers were to be excused from the mita for six years.""
·That some of these decrees were effective is known
from facts given by visitors and officials. Don Antonio de
Ulloa in his Noticias Americanas (1792) says that the ore
was taken out by llamas and alpacas at that time. The work
was done by Indians and mestizos, some working voluntarily and some under compulsion; the pay was the same
for both classes of-workers. Ulloa considered it competent,
never less than four reales a day and at Potosi, one peso a
2

31.
· 32.
33.
34.
35.

R_ecopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. XV, Ley xiv.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XII, Ley xx.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XV, Ley xix.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XV, Ley ix.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XV, Ley xvii.
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day. He stated that those of the mita offered to work volun.
tarily after the mita was served because they wanted to
earn more money."" Don Jqse de Espeleta reported for New
Granada in 1796 that there were many rich mines, and that
the large mines were . worked by the owners with negro
slaves. The other. workers were some who washed the gold
from the ore and those who were personally seeking enough
for1!une to satisfy th~ir needs."7 Mexia de Ovando in his
Memorial practico of the time of Philip IV said that there
were in the region of Potosi 20,000 Indian workers who
were permanent and free, not in the mita, besides 20,000
from other parts. The number of voluntary workers kept
increasing as shown by such cartas as that of Principe de
Squilache to the king in 1609 stating that the number of
Indians allotted to work in the mines had been reduced by
eight hundred persons. By the close of the seventeenth
century all of the workers in the mines at Huancavelica
were voluntary except six hundred twenty mitayos. 38
Alfonso Messia in his memorial to Luis de Velasco
told of some of the conditions in the mining districts of
Peru at that time (about .1609). He had personal knowledge of conditions, and he made an estimate of about fifteen
hundred Indians in the mines of Castrovireino who came
from many different pueblos, the farthest one hundred
leagues away. At Salinas there were six hundred Indians
mostly from corregimientos, the farthest eighty-five
leagues; and at Vileabamba, four hundred eighty Indians.
At Potosi there were about twelve thousand six hundred
-Indians used each year in three mitas, each working four
months; there were always four thousand two hundred
working at the same time. He said that up to that time the
viceroys had known about the gr-ievances of the Indians
working in the mines, but they always excused themselves
by saying that they had no power to take away the laborers
36.
37.
38.

Don Antonio de Ulloa, Noticias Americanas, pp. 217-218.
Relaciones de Mando, Nuevo Reyno de Granada, p. 339.
Vinas y Mey, · op. cit., p. 61.
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assigned nor to moderate the work. Now they had no excuse because the king had sent an express order against distributing Indians for work in the mines. He said· that at
least the Indians should be taken away from the mines
which were of little value. It was argued that this would
mean a loss of about four hundred thousand pesos, but.
what was that when it meant preserving three thousand
Indians? If the Indians were all lost, the crown would
lose the amount of their tribute.
Some of the Indians who went to work in the mines
of Potosi traveled one hundred fifty leagues. From the
provin'ce of Chuquito there went. out each year some two
thousand workers. They usually took their wives and children; Messia said that he had seen· them go out twice, and'
he estimated that there were about seven thousand persons
altogether. Each· Indian took eight or ten carneros:•
and
.
'
some alpacas for food; some took as many as thirty or forty
carneros on which they carried their food, their blankets,
and mats to protect them from the cold, because the climate
was severe and they slept on the ground. · All this amounted
to at least thirty thousand head of llamas and alpacas,
which with the food would be valued at more than three
thousand pesos. It took about two months for the journey
of one hundred leagues because the herds and the children .
could not move very rapidly; the children of five and six
years of age went on foot. Of all this crowd who were taken
out of Chuquito usually two thousand returned; the other
five· thousand either died or remained in the vicinity of
Potosi. When it came time to return often they had no
pack animals nor food for the journey; also they knew that
on returning the caciques and corregidores would use them
in different kinds of service. Sometimes when they returned the cacique could not make· up his quota and would
.force them to serve again. Some provinces had become so
depopulated that they did not have enough Indians to fill
39. Car.,ero usually means a sheep, but here it evidently means llama.
so used in other writings of the seventeenth century.

It is
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the quota d~manded. In such cases the justicias and lords
of the mines required the caciques to hire them at their own
expense. If a cacique lacked twenty Indians in a week, it
would cost him one hundred eighty· pesos. Messia knew of
a cacique who came to a priest, in 1601, and weeping said:
. " "Padre, I am obliged to report thirty-one Indians, and
of these I have lacked sixteen for six months, and each week
I have reported them and paid one hundred twenty-six
pesos in hiring them; and for this I have sold a mule which
I had, my llamas and my clothes, and I. have
. sought for
borrowed silver, placing a tax on my people; and not h,aving
any other means of getting the Indians, last weeki pawned
my daughter to a Spaniard who loaned me sixty-four pesos
which I lacked, and next week I do not know what to do
unless I hang myself."
The work was very hard, the Indians working twelve
hours a day, going down sixty and sometimes one hundred
estados., where it was perpetual night, where it was necessary to work by ·the light of canqles, and where the air
was very bad. The going down and up was very dangerous,
and the Indians were forced to come out loaded with little
bags of metal on their backs. It took about five hours to
make the trip out, and a false step would mean a fall of perhaps one hundred estados. When they reached the surface, they were reprimanded by the miner for taking so
long or for not bringing a heavier load, and were sent back
almost immediately. When they worked in water the conditions were worse. For all of this hard work they were
not paid enough to supply their maintenance, and the Indians who worked in the mines were required to pay a
higher tribute than the others.
·
The Indians also suffered grievances at the hands of
their caciques, who sometimes hired from fifty to one hundred of them to the miners. These Indians were made to
work the hardest of all because the miner wanted to get his
money's worth. The Indian had no redress because, since
'

40.

Estado, a measure of length, 1.85 yards.
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his cacique hired him out, he had no one to whom to say
"aqui . me duele" (Here I suffer). The foremen in the
mines would not let the Indians go down from the mountain
on Sundays because. they wanted to get a good start on. Mon,
day morning. The Indians were given certain tasks to perform and were paid according to the fulfillment of them.
If the miner was not successful, he did not pay the Indians
anything. Messia suggested that inspectors be placed in the
mines and that severe p\mishme:O:t be given tho.se who continued these abuses."
Conde de Chinch6n wrote in his relaci6n of January 26,
1640:
I have not given mitayos to new mines, as was
commanded in the order of personal service which we
brought ... and I have not added any to that of Huancavelica, although on the eighteenth of February, 1634,
after great controversies, it was permitted in case of
necessity, but thanks be to God, there is none [neces,..
sity] in mercury; I have increased the daily wage one
real a day ...
I have adjusted the pay for the going and coming
from Potosi, which my predecessor left pending, and
which is a thing of such great importance ... ; and I
relieved them of the contributions of grains which was
discounted
from
the wages, which I also found pend.mg ..
.
Many tales have been told of the cruelty of the Spaniards and the rigors of the work in the mines, Barnard
Moses, quoting from Chilean historians, tells that the
laborers often worked knee-deep in water through the
coldest season of the year. He states that Rodrigo de Quiroga forced the six hundred Indians of his encomienda to
work in the mines. Half of them were men and half
women, all between the ages of fifteen and twenty-five.
They were employed for eight months in .washing out the
gold,-for four months there was no water. In 1553 Fran~
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cisco de Victoria reported to the Council of -the -Indies- that
the abominations shouted to Heaven. The encomenderos
were forcing men and women, young and old, to work with..
out rest and without sufficient food. They were allowed one
pint of maize a, day. If any one hid a grain of gold and
discovered his nose or his ear was cut off and exposed
in a public place.'"
·Mexia de Ovando complained that the mitayos were
given-other work to do after returning from the mita and
that they suffered from decided changes ip climate in going
to the mountains· for the work in the mines. In Peru in
the time of Don Francisco de Toledo the Indians were sent
out once in seven years, but by the time of Messfa the: numbers had decreased so much that the turns came once in
three years. An order was given that if any Indian was
wounded on the head, lost the use of an arm or leg, was
lashed with cruelty, or fled because of ill treatment, the
guilty miner should pay the Indian one hundred .pesos of
silver and not be allowed to have any more· Indians. If
the Indian should die because of the injury the responsible
person should pay his tribute for twenty years and pay an
indemnity of fifty pesos to the widow and· children." In
1581 the king sent a cedula to the audiencia of Gua'dalajara
stating that it had been reported that the Inqians were
destroyed; one-third of them had succumbed and others
were being forced to pay the tributes for the dead ones.
They were being bought and sold, they slept in the fields,
and mothers sometimes killed their sons rather than let
them go to work in the mines... The tribes at Zacatecas
petitioned for a visitador in· 1609.
- Robertson. in a note mentions Ulloa's statement that
the- abuses were exaggerated and that Indians often worked
voluntarily after the mita was served, and he quotes Don
Hernando Carillo · Altamirano as saying that wherever
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mmes were wrought the number of Indians decreased, but
in the province of Cainpeachy where there were no mines,
the number · of Indians had increased more than a third
since the conquest although the soil and climate were not
favorable. In 1609 Captain Juan Gonzales de Azevedo
sent a memorial to Philip III in which he asserted that in
every district of Peru where Indians were compelled to
work
in the mines
the numbers had been reduced to one.
.
half or one-third of what they were in the time of Don
Francisco de Toledo (1581) ... ·
Vinas y Mey contends that the Indians who were included in the ~itas made up a small part of the total native
pqpulation. Messia makes an estimate of from three to
five thousand included .in the mitas to the mines of Peru;
while Lopez de Velasco gives the number of tributary Indians for the viceroyalty of Peru as 880,000. Vinas· y Mey
states that the cruelties were not general, but were isolated
cases, and measures were taken to stop them. He mentions the fact that in 1610 Principe de Squilache was arrested for "grave causes" because he had allotted two hun~
dred Indians to the mines of Anglamarca and five hundred
fifty to Oruro, notwithstanding the fact that he chose them
from the most convenient places of the same climate. He
quotes from Provisiones reales in stating that an inquiry
was made about freeing from the mita fourteen hundred
Indians in the mines of Castrovireino "because the harm
which the mines do to the Indians is great, and they have
taken the best Indians of the kingdom, some of whom come
from
more than ten
.
. leagues crossing the most rigorous
part of Peru." In response to the plea the mita ceased.
Alh6ndigas (storehouses) were erected for storing food and
clothing for the Indians. Philip III sent a carta to the
viceroy of Peru thanking him for his zeal and faithfulness
in preserving the Indians, and again in 1609 he sent another
applauding the introduction of reforms!"
47
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Because of the wealth from them, the mines were exploited to the neglect of improving the land and establishing other industries. Some miners made great fortunes,
while others lost everything they put into them. By 1562
there were thirty-three mines in the Zacatecas region which
were using the· patio- method .. By this process the ore was
mixed with salt and quick-silver ·and crushed beneath a revolving stone drag drawn- by mules .. Irt 1736 there were
eighty-eight mines in this region using the patio process.'"
Priestley states that Vicente de Saldivar made a fortune
of three
million
pesos and
paid an ' annual tax. / of 100,000
r
•
- .
pesos· as the fifth: Bartolome Bravo de· Acuna· had a fortune of .15,000,000 pesos, and Agustin de Zavala o{ 4,000,. 000 pesos. In one mine the owner . cleared ·one thousand
pesos a day over his expenses. Conde de Regia is said to
have paved a path with silver tiles for his daughter when
she was. married, and to have· presented to Charles III a
battleship for his fleet, built and equipped at his expense.
According to· Priestley the total production of the mines
of New Spain from 1690 to 1818 is estimated at one and
one-half billion pesos, of which the crown received sixteen
to nineteen per cent. The annual average at the. close of the
eighteenth century was 22,000,000 pesos. About
a million
.
more was smuggled out each year."" Robertson's estimate
for the gold and silver is about 4,000,000 pesos annually
from 1492. He says that in two hundred eighty-three years
(down to 1775) this would amount to one billion one hundred thirty-two million pesos, although the Spanish writers
say that the amount was much larger because so much of
it escaped the payment of the royal fifth."' No estimate can
be made of the amount smuggled out. Bourne gives the
following figures from Humboldt's Ensaya Politico:
49.
50.
51.

Priestley, op. cit., pp. 86-87
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Annual Production from the Mines
... .
. .
·Year
Pesos·
·1493-1500
250,000
1500-1545
3,000,000
1545-1600
11,000,000 '.
1600-1700
16,000,000
1700-1750
22,500,000
1750-i803
·35,300,000
. .
'

The total yield from 1493 to 1803 was about ·five billion pesos,· and Humboldt estimated the annual production
at the beginning of the ninteenth century to be 43,500,000
pesos.62 It is almost impossible to give the equivalent value
in United States money because the peso was a variable
quantity. Bourne states that the peso de oro was four hundred fifty maravedis or one-sixth of an ounce, and its value
.was about three dollars."" Robertson states that the peso
fuerte or duro was the only one known in America and was
worth about· four shillings, six pence (approximately one
dollar in United States money) .54 He says that in the sixteenth century it was worth five or six times as much. Because the value
.. was so variable and so hard to estimate he
used the Spanish peso in giving figures about the wealth of
the mines. Most .other writers on the colonization period
have followed the same practice.
52.
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CHAPTER

VII

INDIAN SAVERY AND WORK FOR PAY
A

Although personal service of different kinds and forced
labor in the mines under the encomienda system were in
reality servitude of an oppressive type, they did not constitute actual· slavery. In addition t(> these types of labor
in which there was at least an attempt to protect some
personal rights of the Indians, a regular slave traffic was
carried on for a number of years. Columbus attempted to
establish trade in Indian slaves as a source of revenue.
When he pacified the island of Espanola in 1495, after disturbances during· his absence,· he took hundreds of the Indians as prisoners. Several shiploads were sent. to· Spain
and offered for sale· by Juan de Fonseca; the minister in
charge of Indian affairs. The Catholic monarchs instructed
Fonseca to hold up the sale until they had consulted some
'
the,alogians and lawyers about the matter. Whatever the
.decision was, Ferdinand and Isabella gave the following
-order to. Fonseca, January 13, 1496:
.
Reverend Father in Christ, Bishop of Badajoz:
In order to man certain galleys which the captain of
our fleet, Juan Lezcario, has in our service, we have
agreed to send him fifty Indians; wherefore we command you to deliver to the said Juan de Lezcano fifty
of the Indians, who are to be ·from twenty to forty
years of age. You will take his receipt for them ...
naming in itall the Indians he receives, with their ages,
so that if the said Indians are to be free, the said Lezcano may return those of them [whom he has alive],
an,d if they are kept as slaves, they may be charged
against his salary.'
Columbus proposed a plan to bridge over the unprofitable years when the colony was becoming established by
capturing and selling the Caribs who were cannibals. He
suggested that the monarchs authorize contractors every
1. Ferdinand and Isabella to Fonseca, Jan. 13, 1496, in Documentos Ineditos de
lndiaJJ; XXXVIII, pp, 352-354 ; taken from Simpson, op. cit., pp. 20-21.
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year to bring to the colony cattle and beasts of burden for
which they were to be paid in slaves. The victims were
to be the cannibals who were a "wild people fit for any work,
well proportioned, and very intelligent, and who, when they
had got rid of their cruel habits to which they had been accustomed, would be better than any other kind of slaves.""
While Columbus was ip. Spain preparing for his third voyage, his brother, Bartolome, sent a large number of Indian
slaves to Spain by Peralonso Nino. Nino wrote to Columbus and to the sovereigns that he was bringing gold. The
practical joke of Nino almost spoiled Columbus' chances
for his third voyage because the monarchs used the money
set aside for him in expectation of receiving the gold from
Espanola. Later. some of the followers of Roldan took to
the mother country the Indians which had been granted
them by Columbus. This time the queen became angry and
ordered that the slaves should be returned to Espanola on
the pain of death. She said that Columbus had no right
to give away her vassals. Isabella granted permission to
enslave those who were captured in war or who resisted
the Christian religion. It was the custom to brand the
slaves on the body or face. The slaves were called "stichos,"
"stigmaticos," or "stigmosos."" By an order issued on
September 19, 1528, branding was made an official act: .
By reason of the disorder in making slaves, it is
commanded that whosoever shall possess Indians whom
he asserts to be slaves shall present them before authorities (Ia justicia)· in· the place where the Royal
Officers may be, and show the title or cause why these
men are slaves; and the authorities approving, the
slave shall be inscribed by a scrivener and branded
with an iron, which only the authorities shall keep and
· no private person. The Indian who is found to have
. been a slave unjustly let him be set at liberty,· and
notification made by a public crier.
Signed at Madrid by Cobos, Secretary of State.'
'

'

:1

'

2. Major, Select Letters of Columbus, p. 85; from Bourne, op. cit., 38.
3. Solorzano, op. cit., I, p. 61.
4. Provision Real, Col. de Munoz Ms. tom. 78 ; taken from Helps, op. cit,, III,
p. 126.
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When the Indians of Espanola died .off because of the
rigors of the encomienda system ~nd other causes, Indians
were brought from the smaller islands and the mainland
to replace them. Raiding expeditions went to the Lucayas
(Bahamas), captured the natives, and sold them for four
pesos apiece." After a short time the islands were practically deserted .. The Indians who resisted were often hanged
or burned; those who escaped were hunted with dogs: Don
Fray Juan de Zumarraga, bishop-elect of Mexico, reported
to Charles V in 1529 as follows:
As soon as I came to this country, most Puissant
Lord, I was informed that the province of Panuco, of
which Nuiio de Guzman is governor, had been destroyed and devastated, because the said Nuiio de Guz_
. man had taken from it a great number of its free
natives, branded and sold them for the islands. And
.since I wished to learn more about the business~s
it seemed very harmful and contrary to your Majesty's
royal purpose I have found and verified that as soon
as Nuiio de Guzman was received in that province he
gave a general license to all of its inhabitants [Spaniards] to take twenty or thirty slaves for the islands;
and this was done. And as this trade came to the attention of all merchants and traders in the islands
and they saw it was profitable, they came to the province of Panuco, for their own interest and because Guzman called them, and he himself sent to have ships
fitted out for it. And things have come to such a pass
that the whole province i:::; dissipated and destroyed.
Nine or ten thousand souls have been removed, branded
as slaves and sent to the islands; and truly I think there
were more, because more than twenty-one ships have
sailed from there laden.
· ·
The Indians abandoned their villages and fled to the
wilderness. Their chiefs ordered that no orie should have
intercourse with his wife so as not to have children to
be made slaves before his eyes. Of those who were taken
from the country three shiploads sank and others threw
5.
6.

Don Juan Ortega Rubio, HiBtoria de America, I, p. 351.
Helps, op. cit., I, p. 223£.
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themselves into the sea and were drowned. Those who did
reach the islands were weak from hunger and thirst; they
easily contracted disease and soon died. Since· the coming
of Guzman to Panuco as governor he had taken ·out nineteen thousand Indians as slaves. The branding was in the
hands of those who were conniving with the persons in authority, and these men did not make the examination re.:.
quired by the king!
Juan Ponce de Leon heard from slave raiders in the
Bahamas of an island of Bimini." This information led to
the discovery of Florida. Many of the exploring expeditions were made principally to supply labor for the islands
where the natives were~ fast disappearing. The discovery
I''
l:
of Yucatan and Mexico was made by slaving expeditions."
I
"li The islands where there were no rich mineral deposits were
considered useless, and it seemed just to the Spaniards to
i: capture the Indians on these islands. The Bahamas were
I·
I',I depopulated by transporting their inhabitants to the mines
,,
'
of Espanola and the pearl fisheries of Cumana (because
they were excellent divers). In 1629 the English established their first colony on the Bahamas, and except as they
served as a refuge for pirates, they remained almost uninhabited. The dispute over their possession was · finally
settled in 1783 when they were given over to the English
political and social systems. Most of the other Lesser Antilles were depopulated by the Spaniards to replace -the InI
'•
.,
dians destroyed on the islands of Espanola, Cuba, Jamaica,
and Porto Rico.
The Caribs deserve special mention because they were
strongest in their resistance to the Spaniards. When Columbus came to the New World these Indians were cannibals. "The ancient choniclers distinguish three fundamental groups .among the Indians of the Antilles, that is
I

-'!

Simpson, OP· cit., Appendix V, pp. 224-248 ; Joaquin Garcla Icazbalceta, Drm
"Fray Juan de Zumdrraga. Appendix, 1-42; Documentos Ineditos de Indias, XIII.
pp. 104-179.
8. Priestley, op. cit., p. 15.
9. Simpson, op. cit., p. 42.
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to say: the Cubuneyos of Cuba, the Arovacos or Aruacos
of Puerto Rico and La Espanola, and the Caribs of the small
Antilles; the latter in the epoch of discovery had conquered the rest whom they had expelled from the smaller
Antilles and in part also from .Puerto. Rico and La Espanola, having assassinated or put to flight the Arovaco
men, but retaining the women.'"• This accounts for the
fact that when the Spaniards came they found that the
women spoke a different language from the men. No
colonial settlement of a permanent character could be
formed on the smaller islands until 1624. From that date
the natives were rapidly expelled by the English, French
Hollanders, and Danish. Some remained on the islands of'
Santa Lucfa; Dominica, and San Vicente because they could
hide in the forests. In 1796 about five thousand Caribs
were deported to Honduras. In 1902 a few remained: The
Caribs were more warlike than the natives of the other
'
parts of the Spanish colonies and often made raids on the
colonies. In 1505· Ferdinand gave permission to enslave the
savages who opposed with armed resistance the attempts
to pacify them; this was meant especially for the Caribs,
but it was made an excuse for the enslavement of peaceful
Indians as well. The Caribs as the last survivals of the
natives found by Columbus offer special interest to ethnolof the pure Indian
blood beogy. There remain very few
.
.
cause of continual crossing with the negroes. In Dominica
exist perhaps two hundred Caribs (1926), and of them
only fifteen families are not mixed with African elements.
They live in the same manner as their ancestors: indolent, happy, maintaining themselves by fishing and tilling
the land. These Indians never came under the encomienda
system except when they were taken to the larger islands,
but they were enslaved whenever the Spaniards could succeed in capturing them.
11
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Enciclopedia Universal llustrada, XI, p. 930.
Ibid., p. 928.
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Isabella on her death bed admonished her successors
to see that the Indians were treated welL One of the provisions of the New Laws of 1542 was:

I
1

jl
11

?
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·
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1

;1

~
'\
1

We order and command that from now henceforth
for no cause of war, nor any other cause, although it
be the title of rebellion, nor by rescata [barter or sale],
nor in any other manner, any Indian be made a slave.
And we desire and command that they be treated as
our vassals of the Crown of Castile, as they are.'-'
Since the New Laws were so unsuccessful, the instruc'tions sent to the Audiencia of Mexico in 1553 · were not
quite so drastic:
That the audiencias of the Indies . . . place at
liberty the Indians who have been made slaves against
reason, justice, and against the provisions and instructions .given by us; if the persons who hold them as
slaves do not show good title of how they hold them
and possess them legitimately without waiting, for
more proof nor having other title, notwithstanding any
possession which there is of servitude . . . although
nothing be proved by the Indians and the possessors
have a bill of sale or other title .. they are free as our
vassals.13
Legislation against Indian slavery continued through
the· reign of Philip IV, although negro slavery was encouraged .. Charles I decreed in 1530 that the Indians should
be free and not subject to servitude, but he found it necessary to repeat this decree in 1532, 1540, 1542, and 1548."
In 1528 and again in 1543 he prohibited the taking of Indians to Spain,'" and in 1552 ordered that those who were
in Spain should be returned to. their nati,ve lands.'" A
decree of 1541 provided for the punishment of ·encomenderos who sold their Indians/7 and in 1550 and 1556 Indians from Brazil or other parts of the demarcation of
12.
13.
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Sol6rzano, OP· cit., I, p. 59.
Idem.
RecOPilaci(m, Lib. VI, Tit. II, Le;r i.
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Portugal were· declared to be free in the lndies..18 • Corregidores and alcaldes mayores were commanded to give
account of the liberty of the Indians to the audiencias.'•
Indians were often enslaved by their own caciques, and attempts were made to regulate this. Although caciques who
claimed Indians in vassalage were to be heard, it was decreed that the jurisdiction of the caciques should not extend
to mutilation or death,"" and these chiefs were forbidden to
re~eive daughters of Indians as tribute ... A decree was issued in 1538, .repeated in 1541, stating that caciques might
not hold their subjects as slaves.22
During the reign of Philip II (1556-98) the decree
against caciques' holding subjects. as slaves was repeated,
but the Spaniards who held slaves by title were not to be
condemned."' In 1569 a decree permitted
the enslaving of
.
Caribs, who would not be
. reduced. to civilization or Christianity ;•• this was one of the decrees which gave an excuse
to the raiding parties. Philip II paid particular attention
to the natives of the Philippines. He decreed that they
should not be taken by force to the other islands,.. that an
official should be appointed to see that there was no slavery
in these provinces ;•• but that the Mindanaos who were
Moors and made war against the Spaniards might be enslaved."7 The last of these was repeated in 1620 by Philip III.
In Tucuman and Rio de la Plata Indian slaves were
held de rescates, by barter or sale; in 1618 Philip III issued a decree against the buying and selling of the natives
in these provinces ... Nine years before this (1609) a general
decree was sent out prohibiting the loaning of Indians or
'

18. Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. II, Ley v.
19. Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. II, Ley x.
20. Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. VII, Ley xiii.
21. . Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. VII, 'Ley xiv.
22. Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit, II, Ley iii.
23. Ibid, Li!J. VI, 'Iit. II, Ley xv, Ley iii.
24. Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. II, Ley xiii.
25. Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. I, Ley xv.
26. Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. II, Ley ix.
27. Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. II, Ley xii.
28. Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. II, Ley vii.
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placing them on .sale."" In Chile advantage was taken of
the permission to enslave Indians who rebelled; therefore;
the liberty of the Indians of Chile was declared in 1608,"" but
Philip IV found it necessary to repeat this decree in 1625
and 1663, and it was repeated by Charles II with no date
given. No other decrees are given in Recopilaci6n for the
reign of Charles II which refer to slavery except a general
law about the liberty of Indians in the viceroyalties of
Peru and New Spain, issued in 1679. Under this law the
viceroys of Peru were given permission to distribute In~
dians in encomiendas." By this time negro slavery had become quite common.
In 1670 Padre Diego de Rosales, a Jesuit, wrote a manifesto apolojetico on the evils of slavery in the kingdom of
Chile. He said that at first slavery in Chile was by royal
permission because of a decree of 1608 stating that slaves
might be made of all who were taken in war. A later de.:.
cree, 1655, declared that "if said Indians of war of the
kingdom of Chile return to the Church and are reduced,
slavery is to cease." He said that the practice of enslaving
the Indians endangered many souls. It perpetuated war
because war was sometimes made on friendly Indians to
give an excuse for enslaving them. There were many unjust wars, and the Indians who were taken as slaves were
subjected to terrible cruelties. He though that mesti.zos
who were ·children of Spanish fathers and Indian slave
mothers should be free because they inherited the state of
the father. Slavery caused the Indians to take up arms
in self-defense and was depopulatingthe realm."•
' Priestley states that there were slave-catching expeditions in New Mexico in 1659 and even later. The pueblo
Indians of this province never gave much trouble, but the
wild tribes such as the Apache made constant raids on the
settlers. These Apache Indians were seized by the Span1

~
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iards when they 'could be caught and sold as slaves. After
some raids in 1675 several were hanged, fifty were whipped
and many were imprisoned. Priestley attributes the revolt
of 1680 to the treatment of the Apache ...., In 1680 the Indians drove out the Spaniards completely and they were
not conquered again for thirteen years.
It' might seem that the Indians had no contacts with
the Spaniards except as slaves or encomendados, but there
were always some in the pueblos who worked for pay or
carried on trade with the settlers. Charles I decreed that
the Indians
should be permitted to raise any kind of herds"'
.
'
35
to set up markets, and to have the privilege of free commerce
with the Spaniards...
Spaniards were not permitted
.
.
to bargain with the tax collectors for the crops of the Indians,"7 and encomenderos were forbidden to hinder the free
selling of the products... The decree protecting the free
sale of goods ' was repeated by Philip II in 1567.. Because
of the practice of the ecclesiasticos in taking advantage of
· Indians on their death beds in the matter of making wills,
Philip II decreed that Indians should have freedom in disposing of their property."" The native traders were sometimes molested on their way to market and were forced to
accept prices which were unreasonably low, while they were
charged high prices for the goods which they purchased.
The monarchs attempted to regulate these affairs!"
Charles I permitted Indiansto hire by the job! Evidently complaints were made about the wages that the Indian workers asked because a decree was issued in 1549
and repeated in 1552 and 1559 stating that they must be
moderate in the daily wage required ... The wage was to be
1
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paid daily or weekly as it was ageeed. Philip III decreed
that no India~ was to be paid in wine, chicha,. honey, or
yerva (a kind of tare);"' The natives were allowed to make
contracts for one year only; .. hired Indians contracted for
were not to be ceded to another person ;"' and if an Indian
woman married while she was working under contract she
was required to fulfill her contract, but her husband was to
·sleep at the home of her master ... Indian boys were permitted to work voluntarily in the weaving establishments:•
also as shepherds ... The wage for these shepherd boys was
fixed at two and one-half reales a week, ten reales a month,
or five pesos a year to be paid in current money!" Indians
were not permitted to work, even voluntarily, in taking·out
pearls and in the sugar mills because of the da;ngers attached."" The decrees ordering that the Indians working
on estates or in mines should be paid have been mentioned.
On July 17, 1622, Philip IV issued a decree fixing the daily
wage for the Indians of the repartimiento of Chile:
The daily· wage which must be paid to each Indian of a repartimiento in the four cities of Santiago,
Concepcion, San Bartolome de Gamboa, and la Serena
should be a real and a half each day for the time which
the mita shall last, besides food; and for the Indians
of the three cities of the other part of the cordillera,
a real and a fourth, and food; and for those of the city
of Castro, Chile, and its limits a real and a fourth,
without giving them food because there is found very
little among the inhabitants and the Indians can bring
it. And we command that discounting the tribute from
the daily wages, they be paid in current coin in their
own hands."'
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The time of the mita was two hundred seven days, and
by a later decree each Indian was to serve fifteen days without pay after he had served the time for the tribute." In
Chile the Indians were sent out for the mita in thirds. One
decree ordered that each Indian should pay the tribute for
himself and two others. It was figured that at the rate of
eight and one-half pesos a year for tribute this would mean
twenty-five and one-half pesos for each mitayo to pay.
At one real and a half it would mean one hundred thirtysix days of work for the tribute.""· In the places where the
daily wage was one real and a fourth, it would take one
hundred fifty-three days of work because there the tribute
was eight pesos per person. Counting out the fifteen days
of free service which were to be given, there were few days
left for which the mitayos were paid. In Tucuman, Paraguay, and Rio de la Plata the Indians who served in the
personal mita were to be paid a real and a half a day and
those who served by the month on estates were to be paid
four and one-half pesos a month. The Indians who• rowed
rafts on· the Rio de la Plata were to be paid as follows:
from the city of Asuncion to corrientes-four pesos; from
corrientes to Santa Fe six pesos ; and from Santa Fe to
Buenos Aires-six pesos."'·
Messia, in his memorial, discusses the. daily wages at
the beginning of the seventeenth century. The Indians who
guarded the flocks were paid five patacones"" a month including the time it took them to go out to their work but
not the return trip. About one hundred Indians made the
journey from Andes to Potosi for which they were paid
five patacones a month from the time they began the journey, but their food was not furnished and no provision was
made for their return. Messia figured that an Indian ate
each month one-half hanega•• of maize and chuno (a kind
52.
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Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. XVI, Ley xxvi.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XVI, Ley xxiv. (Eight reales to a peso.) .
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit, XVII, Ley xii.
A patac6n was a peso o~ silver, w·eighing one ounce, ~ut out with shears.
Hanega or fanega--a dry measure, about L6 bushels.
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of maize), valued at·four patacones; the meat from one
alpaca dried to make what they called. charqui (jerked
beef), valued at three patacones; and flour and a· little dried
fish, valued at two patacones. This would make a total of
nine patacones necessary for a month's provisions besides
vegetables and the expense of keeping their pack animals ;
and the pay was five patacones a month. In the mines of
Potosi the workers earned three and one-half reales a day
which amounted to three patacones a week. For six months,
or twenty-six weeks, of work this would be a total of
seventy-eight patacones a year. The laborers in the mines
were required to pay' what amounted to twenty:.nine patacones in tribute, which with the grains assessed for the
hospital and other extras made a total deduction of thirtytwo patacones. This would leave the worker forty-six patacones for ten months of work including·the four months for
going and coming. His food would be gone and he 'was
often in debt to the mine owner. The loss to his crops because of his absence, and the herds he would lose on account of forced neglect, would amount to one hundred patacones."7 ·
Juan and Ulloa give just as dark a picture for the latter
part of the eighteenth century. They stated that on the
estates the mitayos were paid from fourteen to eighteen
pesos a year and a piece of land twenty to thirty varas
square... They were obliged to work three hundred days a
year, counting out sixty-five days for Sundays and fiesta
days. Each year eight pesos were taken out of the wages
for tribute, which would leave ten pesos. It took two pesos
and· two reales to buy the cloth necessary for the rough
cloak to cover his nakedness, and the Indian would have
left seven pesos and six reales to maintain himself, his
wife, and children and pay contributions to the church.
It was not possible for the Indian to raise all that he needed
for food. He was forced to buy about one-half· fanega of
57.
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Relaciones de Vireyes de Peru, II, pp. 848-356.
Vara, about one yard.
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maize each month' from his mas.ter who charged him double
the regular price. This maize alone cost him six reales a
month, nine pesos a year, or one peso, six reales more than
he had from his year's wages. At the end of the year he
would be indebted to his master and would be compelled to
work the next year to pay'his debts. When an animal died,
the lord of the estate divided it among the Indian laborers
for so much per pound, adding to their debt, and the meat
was usually so spoiled that they could not eat it. If some
member of the Indian's family died, he was required to pay
the priest. The master supplied this money charging it
to the laborer's account, and he was kept in slavery all his
life. When the prices of food increased because of drought,
the wages were not increased accordingly. The writers
state that this was experienced in the province of Quito during the years 1743 and 1744, when they were there. The
mortality among the Indians was great, and the province
was left almost desolate.A shepherd was paid eighteen pesos a year if he had
a full flock; if he had two' flocks, he was paid a little more
but not double the amount. At the end of each month a
count was made and the shepherd was charged for all of
the sheep which were missing. He guarded the flocks on the
high tablelands among the lonely ravines. The settlements
were three or four leagues distant. Since the Indian was
forced to work in the gardens and :fields of the master, he
often left the flocks to his wife or little children five or six
years old. It was impossible to prevent the loss of some
sheep in the ravines, marshes, on_ the steep hillsides, or by
. the claws of condors. In Spain a flock of :five hundred sheep
was tended by a shepherd and an assistant. In Aridalucia
at this time a shepherd earned .thirty reales a month or
twenty-four. pesos a year, and
subordinate
earned six'
teen pesos a year, forty pesos for. the two. He. was given
bread, oil, vinegar, salt, and what was necessary for the
dogs. There was a head shepherd who was provided with
a horse. In Peru a flock was made up of eight hundred to

a
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one thousand sheep which were tended by one man. Hereceived only eighteen pesos a year from which eight pesos
was taken for tribute, leaving him only ten pesos, and he
had to provide for his dogs. The difference in wages could
. not be attributed to a difference in prices .because the necessities were more expensive in the colonies than in Spain.
The shepherd slept on a piece of undressed sheepskin without any pillow, and his dress was a rough cloak which he
did not change even at night. His food was often a few
spoonfuls of barley flour which he rolled around in his
mouth and then swallowed with a large quantity of water or
of chicha, a sort of beer made from maize ; or a handful
'of maize boiled in water until the grain burst.
· Some Indians were employed to care for the dairy
herds. The milk was used for cheese, and the herders were
blamed when there was a lack of milk. The workers in the
woolen factories earned one real a day from which one-half
real was taken to pay the salary of the corregidor. The
one-half real left to the worker was not enough to pay for
his chicha which he considered so important."" These accounts would indicate that conditions were not very much
improved under the system of work for pay, but it is hard
to tell how general these conditions were. The fact that
the second ordinance passed for intendants, in 1803, admonished these new officers to free the Indians· from the
mita and see that they were paid promptly'o indicates that
abuses continued down to the eve of the revolutions. Even
after the revolutions, in 1868, Miguel S. Zavala wrote a
pamphlet urging that laws be made for the protection of
the Indian workers, among them a law prescribing a defi,
nite daily wage:"
One cannot judge the results of the labor system in
the Spanish colonies entirely by figures showing the decrease in the number of Indians because there were so many
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Juan and Ulloa, op. cit., pp, 268-277.
Ordenanza General para instrucci6n de intendentes, p, 115.
Miguel S. Zavala, Protectorado de Indias.
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causes contributing to the depopulation; The extermination
of the Indians of the Caribbean is· a subject which has
caused much comment from the time of Las Casas down to
the present. Although it has been contended that the figures
of Las Casas are very much exaggerated, the fact remains
that of the Indians inhabiting the islands when Columbus
came, there are almost no traces today. Bryan Edwards
makes the following comment:
·
In estimating the number of our islanders, when
first discovered by Columbus, historians widely differ.
Las Casas computes them at 6,000,000 in the whole·
but the natives of Hispaniola were reckoned by Ovied~
at one million only, and by Martyr, who wrote on the
authority of Columbus, at 1,200,000, and this last account is probably correct.· Judging of the other islands
by that, and supposing the population of each to be
nearly the same in proportion to its extent, the whole
number will fall greatly short of the computation of
Las Casas. Perhaps if we fix on three millions, instead of six; as the total, we shall approach the truth
as near as possible, on a question that admits not of
minute accuracy. Indeed such are the accounts of the
horrible carnage of these poor people by the Spaniards,
that we are naturally led to. hope their original numbers must have been greatly exaggerated, first by the
associates of Columbus, from a fond and excusable
propensity to magnify the merit. and importance of
their discoveries, as undoubtedly they were afterwards
by the worthy prelate (Las Casas), whom I have
quoted, in the warmth of his honest indignation at
the bloody proceedings of his countrymen.••

.

A. G. Keller gives the following statements in his work
on colonization :
Depopulation proceeded most rapidly in the Antilles, as was natural. The islands were the first meeting ground of the two races, and . the islanders were
less numerous in proportion to the invaders; upon
the continent, especially in Mexico, the efforts of Cortes
.and of the clergy were interposed to mitigate the
62.

Edwards, op. cit. I, p. 73.
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violence of racial collision where the victor knew
scarcely more pity for the unmatched victim thim beast
·does for beast ... i:ri the Antilles the native race was
almost annihilated. In the first three years of conquest the population of Espanola was supposed to have
been reduced by at least two-thirds. [Bourne: accord. ing to Fabie, the native population of Espanola was
reduced much, but probably not to one-tenth of its
former number, as Las Casas says]. Peschel, an experienced ethnologist and critical historian, after
weighing all the evidence, places the population of
Espanola in 1492 at less than 300,000 and at over 200,000. In 1508 the number of natives was 60,000; in
1510, 46,000; in 1512, 20,000; in 1514, 14,000. ·In 1548
it. was doubtful if five hundred natives of pure stock
remained, and in 1570 only two villages of the Indians
were left. A similar fate befell all of the islands ...
Although all of the authors studied and the laws themselves give evidence that the great causes of the depopulation were the cruelty of the Spaniards and the shameful
practices in the name of the encomienda system, there were
many other causes which contributed to the destruction of
so many people. Keller gives these:

'I

II'

1. Compulsory Jabor under the encomienda sys...

.i

tern .
2.' The work in the mines, often thirty to two hundred fifty miles from home.
3. Separation from families.
4. Excessive burdens on the women.
5. Short rations and cruel treatment.
6. Micro-organisms of disease.
7. Introduction of alcoholic drinks.
8. Nostalgia or homesickness because of changed
environment; derangements of the reproductive
system.
It i's, however, perfectly evident that maladies
could not have produced the extreme and continuous depopulation to which reference has been made; such
quantitative injuries to population are speedily made
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up, if life conditions are otherwise favorable .... The
common explanation is ... savagery of the conquests
and raid, famines, heavy taxes, greed, over-loading
with hard and unaccustomed labor .... The action of
the Indians themselves is indicative. . . . They risked
starvation, flight, renunciation of procreation, and infanticide ...
Edwards, following the example of Las Casas, places
almost the entire blame upon the cruelties
of the Spaniards,
.
in the following scathing words:
All the murders and desolations of the most pitiless
tyrants that ever diverted themselves with the pangs
and convulsions of their fellow-creatures, fall indefinitely short of the bloody· enormities, committed by the
Spanish nation in the conquest of the New World;
... a conquest, on a low estimate, effected by the murder of two· millions of the species. But although the
accounts which are transmitted down to us of this
· dreadful carnage, are authenticated beyond the possibility of dispute, the mind, shrinking from the contemplation, wishes to resist conviction, and to relieve
itself by incredulity."'
Don Antonio de Ulloa, in his Noticias Americanas, discusses the subject of depopulation at length. A summary·
of the causes which he mentions is given below .
..

1. The terrible ravages of small pox.
2. The use of strong drink, the immoderation of
the Indians, and their incapacity for self-control.
3. The repugnance to being subject to a foreign
nation.
·
4. The forcing of the Indians to work against
their wishes.
5. The mixture of races. He stated that the New
World would come to be populated entirely by
a mixed race which would partake of the elements of the white, black, and Indian races. In
1792 · the population of Peru was made up
64.
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Keller, op. cit., pp. 265-272.
Edwards, op. cit., I, pp. 104-105.
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mostly of mestizos, who were for the most part
children of Indian mothers and white fathers.
Children of white mothers and Indian fathers
were rare. One reason for this was that the ,
children of Spanish fathers and Indian mothers.
were exempt from paying tribute, which was
not true in the case of white mothers and Indian fathers. This exemption from tribute
was one of the causes of the increase in the
mixed population and the diminishing of Indians of pure blood. It was a rare thing and
was held as shameful for a mestizo woman to
become allied again with the Indians.
6. The abhorrence of the whites for work and the
hardships placed upon the few pure-blooded
Indians who remained to do the hard labor.••
Notwithstanding the terrible cruelties of the labor
system, the social legislation of the Spanish monarchs was
in advance of the times, regulating hours of labor, prohibiting the work of women and children under eighteen,
fixing the wage, and providing for hospital care. · Schools"7
and churches were provided for the Indians, and they were
reduced to a form of civilization and Christianity.
CONCLUSIONS
Most of the Indian labor in the Spanish colonies of the
New World came under the encomienda system, a type of
serfdom which had its roots in feudalism and became the
basis of the social and economic life of nearly all of the
Spanish provinces. Under this system Indians, as vassals
of the king, were allotted to Spanish conquerors and settlers
as reward for services done for the crown. They were to
protect the Indians and to teach them the Holy Catholic
. faith in return for the privilege of retaining most of the
tribute which rightfully belonged to the king. Beginning
with the first conqueror, Christopher Columbus, personal
service was exacted in lieu of tribute, and the Spaniards
'
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became in reality feudal overlords with certain reservations
such as had existed in the feudalism of Castile. Upon the
forced .labor of the natives rested the very life of the colo..
nies, although through it the .life of the native people was
practically extinguished. Although the distribution of Indians was authorized by Ferdinand V and other monarchs,
.there were many attempts to abolish it. The legislation reiterated again and again the benevolent purposes of the
system, and Las Casas and other reformers were influential
in securing humane decrees; but the regulations were very
poorly executed. The decrees.tithemselves reveal numerous
abuses of the Indians which continued throughout the reigns
of Charles I, Philip II, Philip :UI, Philip IV, and Charles II.
The decrees were repeated srlJ ·~1any times that they seem
more like protests than enach_;nents to be enforced. Vigorous attempts to enforce the legislation, such as that which
followed the passage of the New Laws in 1542, met with
such strenuous opposition that the monarchs yielded to the
desires of the colonists. The encomiendas which belonged
directly to the king and those· which the encomenderos lost
were administered by corregidores or other royal officials
who shamefully exploited the Indians. In spite of the
many efforts to uproot the system, some encomiendas were
still in existence at the time of the issuing of the second
ordinance for the instruction of intendants in 1803. Recent
legislation in the Spanish-American republics shows that
the influence of the encomiendas has reached down to the
twentieth century, in servile labor of the Indians.
"
The personal service exacted of the Indians who were
entrusted to the Spaniards took many forms: domestic
service, labor in the fields, care of the flocks . and herds,
carrying burdens over the rough trails, weaving blankets,
work in sugar mills, gathering coca leaves, and plying
canoes and rafts on the rivers. Although the orders from
the monarchs and the Council of the Indies regulated hours
of labor, required that the· laborers b~ paid, and provided
humane measures, the reports of the viceroys and other
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contemporary writers reveal the fact that the actual sufferings of the Indians were great.
The most destructive type of labor was that in the
rnines. Although the monarchs decreed that the Indians
working in the mines should be paid, they permitted forced
Iaoor because they felt the necessity for the income from
the mineral wealth of the American colonies. The In~ians were taken far from their homes to take their turns
under a mita system, and many never returned. The work
was dangerous and the treatment cruel; but tlie monarchs
received a steady flow of s 1 ver and gold from the royal
fifth.
"
. . Gradually the Indian
h 1orers were brought under.-a
system of work for pay, an~· e wages were ·explicitly regulated by royal decree. The my, however, was inadequate
for the necessities of life, and so many deductions were made
for tribute and special contributions that the helpless laborers were constantly in debt to Spanish landholders and
mine owners. Actual slavery of the Indians existed during
the first century of colonization, but after the middle of
the seventeenth century neg'io slavery had taken its place
to a large extent.
The Indians of the islands of the Caribbean were almost exterminated during the period of Spanish domination,
and those of the mainland were greatly reduced in numbers.
Although the cruelty and g1 eed of the colonists were the
principal causes of this depopulation, there were many other
. reasons for it; such as, civil wars, disease, strong drink,
mixture of races, and pestilence. The story of the Spanish conquest and colonization, however, is not solely a tale
of a succession of black deeds, for the conquistadores and
their monarchs d1d much for the benefit of the Indians.
Even before the settlement of the first English colonies in
the New World, Spain had provided schools, churches, and
local village government for the Indians. By that time
labor legislation had been passed which it has taken many
centuries to enact.

